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A geometric degree formula for A-discriminants and
Euler obstructions of toric varieties∗
Yutaka Matsui† Kiyoshi Takeuchi‡
Abstract
We give explicit formulas for the dimensions and the degrees of A-discriminant
varieties introduced by Gelfand-Kapranov-Zelevinsky [14]. Our formulas can be
applied also to the case where the A-discriminant varieties are higher-codimensional
and their degrees are described by the geometry of the configurations A. Moreover
combinatorial formulas for the Euler obstructions of general (not necessarily normal)
toric varieties will be also given.
1 Introduction
The theory of discriminants is on the crossroad of various branches of mathematics, such
as commutative algebra, algebraic geometry, singularity theory and topology. In [14],
Gelfand-Kapranov-Zelevinsky generalized this classical theory to polynomials of several
variables by introducing A-discriminant varieties and obtained many deep results. They
thus laid the foundation of the modern theory of discriminants. The first aim of this paper
is to give formulas for the dimensions and the degrees of A-discriminant varieties. Let
A be a finite subset a lattice M = Zn. Then the A-discriminant variety X∗A is the dual
of a projective variety XA ⊂ P♯A−1 over C defined by A (see [14] and Section 3 for the
definition). Let P be the convex hull of A in MR = R⊗ZM and assume that dimP = n.
For each face ∆ ≺ P of the polytope P , we denote by VolZ(∆) ∈ Z the normalized
(dim∆)-dimensional volume (see (3.3)) of ∆ with respect to the affine sublatticeM(A∩∆)
of M generated by A ∩ ∆. Recall that the algebraic torus T = Spec(C[M ]) ≃ (C∗)n
naturally acts on XA with finitely many orbits and there exists a basic correspondence
(0 ≤ k ≤ n = dimP ):
{k-dimensional faces of P}
1:1
←→ {k-dimensional T -orbits in XA} (1.1)
proved by [14, Chapter 5, Proposition 1.9]. For a face ∆ ≺ P of P , we denote by T∆ the
T -orbit in XA which corresponds to ∆. Then our first result is as follows.
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Theorem 1.1 For 1 ≤ i ≤ ♯A− 1, set
δi :=
∑
∆≺P
(−1)codim∆
{(
dim∆− 1
i
)
+ (−1)i−1(i+ 1)
}
VolZ(∆) · Eu(∆), (1.2)
where Eu(∆) is the value of the Euler obstruction EuXA : XA −→ Z of XA on the T -orbit
T∆ ≃ (C∗)dim∆ ⊂ XA. For the meaning of the binomial coefficient
(
dim∆−1
i
)
, see Remark
3.5 (i). Then the codimension r = codimX∗A = ♯A − 1 − dimX
∗
A and the degree of the
A-discriminant variety X∗A are given by
r = codimX∗A = min{i | δi 6= 0}, (1.3)
degX∗A = δr. (1.4)
The above theorem will be proved by using Ernstro¨m’s degree formula for dual va-
rieties in [8] and a result in [24]. Note that very recently by using tropical algebraic
geometry, also Dickenstein-Feichtner-Sturmfels [5] obtained a degree formula for the A-
discriminant variety X∗A when X
∗
A is a hypersurface. Our formula is applicable also to the
case where X∗A is higher-codimensional. Moreover, our formula is more directly related
to the geometry of the convex polytope P . In particular, if XA is smooth, our formula
coincides with Gelfand-Kapranov-Zelevinsky’s theorem [14, Chapter 9, Theorem 2.8]. In
fact, if X∗A is a hypersurface the above formula is implicit in their prime factorization the-
orem [14, Chapter 10, Theorem 1.2], although they did not formulate it in terms of Euler
obstructions. In Section 4, we will give combinatorial formulas for the Euler obstruction
EuXA : XA −→ Z of XA. Combining them with Theorem 1.1 above, we can now calculate
the dimension and the degree of X∗A for any configuration A ⊂M = Z
n (see Example 4.6
in Section 4). Recently in [9] Esterov found some nice applications of our formula.
Our functorial proof of the formula for the Euler obstruction EuXA : XA −→ Z leads
us to various applications. In Section 5, we derive from it useful formulas (Theorem 5.3
and 5.4) for the characteristic cycles of T -equivariant constructible sheaves on general
(not necessarily normal) toric varieties. See [2] for another approach to this problem.
In particular, combining it with the combinatorial description of the intersection coho-
mology complexes of toric varieties obtained by Bernstein-Khovanskii-MacPherson (un-
published), Denef-Loeser [4] and Fieseler [10] etc., we can derive combinatorial formulas
for the characteristic cycle of the intersection cohomology complex of any normal toric
variety. See Section 5 for the detail. Note that in [14, Chapter 10, Theorem 2.11] also
Gelfand-Kapranov-Zelevinsky obtained a formula for the characteristic cycles in a special
but important case, from which they could have obtained the same result by some gener-
alization (or a reformulation). However we included here a proof of Theorem 5.3 and 5.4,
since we can not find such an explicit presentation in the literature. We hope that we could
show the power and the beauty of the sheaf-theoretical methods (see for example, [6], [16]
and [18]) by proving them functorially. Also, in the proof of Theorem 4.9, we gave an
explicit description (4.54) of the branches along torus orbits in non-normal toric varieties
found in [14, Chapter 5, Theorem 3.1] and clarified the treatment of non-normal toric va-
rieties in [14, Chapter 5]. This result would have many applications in the future. Finally,
let us mention that combining our combinatorial description of the Euler obstructions of
toric varieties with the result of Ehlers (unpublished) and Barthel-Brasselet-Fieseler [1]
we can now compute the Chern-Mather classes of complete toric varieties very easily.
Acknowledgement: The authors would like to thank Professor Esterov for some useful
discussions.
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2 Preliminary notions and results
In this section, we introduce basic notions and results which will be used in this paper. In
this paper, we essentially follow the terminology of [6], [16] and [18]. For example, for a
topological space X we denote by Db(X) the derived category whose objects are bounded
complexes of sheaves of CX-modules on X .
Definition 2.1 Let X be an algebraic variety over C. Then
(i) We say that a sheaf F onX is constructible if there exists a stratificationX =
⊔
αXα
of X such that F|Xα is a locally constant sheaf of finite rank for any α.
(ii) We say that an object F of Db(X) is constructible if the cohomology sheaf Hj(F)
of F is constructible for any j ∈ Z. We denote by Dbc(X) the full subcategory of
Db(X) consisting of constructible objects F .
Recall that for any morphism f : X −→ Y of algebraic varieties over C there exists a
functor
Rf∗ : Db(X) −→ Db(Y ) (2.1)
of direct images. This functor preserves the constructibility and we obtain also a functor
Rf∗ : Dbc(X) −→ D
b
c(Y ). (2.2)
For other basic operations Rf!, f
−1, f ! etc. in derived categories, see [18] for the detail.
Next we introduce the notion of constructible functions.
Definition 2.2 Let X be an algebraic variety over C. Then we say a Z-valued function
ρ : X −→ Z on X is constructible if there exists a stratification X =
⊔
αXα of X such
that ρ|Xα is constant for any α. We denote by CFZ(X) the abelian group of constructible
functions on X .
For a constructible function ρ : X −→ Z take a stratification X =
⊔
αXα of X such
that ρ|Xα is constant for any α as above. Denoting the Euler characteristic of Xα by
χ(Xα) we set ∫
X
ρ :=
∑
α
χ(Xα) · ρ(xα) ∈ Z, (2.3)
where xα is a reference point in Xα. Then we can easily show that
∫
X
ρ ∈ Z does not
depend on the choice of the stratification X =
⊔
αXα of X . We call
∫
X
ρ ∈ Z the
topological (Euler) integral of ρ over X .
Among various operations in derived categories, the following nearby and vanishing
cycle functors introduced by Deligne will be frequently used in this paper (see [6, Section
4.2] for an excellent survey of this subject).
Definition 2.3 Let f : X −→ C be a non-constant regular function on an algebraic
variety X over C. Set X0 := {x ∈ X | f(x) = 0} ⊂ X and let iX : X0 −֒→ X , jX : X \
3
X0 −֒→ X be inclusions. Let p : C˜∗ −→ C∗ be the universal covering of C∗ = C \ {0}
(C˜∗ ≃ C) and consider the Cartesian square
X˜ \X0
//
pX

C˜∗
p

✷
X \X0
f
// C∗.
(2.4)
Then for F ∈ Db(X) we set
ψf (F) := i
−1
X R(jX ◦ pX)∗(jX ◦ pX)
−1F ∈ Db(X0) (2.5)
and call it the nearby cycle of F . We also define the vanishing cycle ϕf(F) ∈ D
b(X0) of
F to be the third term of the distinguished triangle:
i−1X F
can
−→ ψf (F) −→ ϕf (F)
+1
−→ (2.6)
in Db(X0), where can: i
−1
X F −→ ψf (F) is the canonical morphism induced by id −→
R(jX ◦ pX)∗(jX ◦ pX)−1.
Since nearby and vanishing cycle functors preserve the constructibility, in the above
situation we obtain functors
ψf , ϕf : D
b
c(X) −→ D
b
c(X0). (2.7)
The following theorem will play a crucial role in this paper. For the proof, see for
example, [6, Proposition 4.2.11].
Theorem 2.4 Let π : Y −→ X be a proper morphism of algebraic varieties over C and
f : X −→ C a non-constant regular function on X. Set g := f ◦ π : Y −→ C, X0 := {x ∈
X | f(x) = 0} and Y0 := {y ∈ Y | g(y) = 0} = π
−1(X0). Then for any G ∈ Dbc(Y ) we
have
R(π|Y0)∗ψg(G) = ψf (Rπ∗G), (2.8)
R(π|Y0)∗ϕg(G) = ϕf (Rπ∗G) (2.9)
in Dbc(X0), where π|Y0 : Y0 −→ X0 is the restriction of π.
Let us recall the definition of characteristic cycles of constructible sheaves. Let X be a
smooth algebraic variety over C and F ∈ Dbc(X). Then there exists a Whitney stratifica-
tion X =
⊔
αXα of X consisting of connected strata Xα such that H
j(F)|Xα is a locally
constant sheaf for any j ∈ Z and α. For a point xα ∈ Xα, take a holomorphic function
f : Uα −→ C defined in a neighborhood Uα of xα in X which satisfies the conditions
(i) f(xα) = 0,
(ii) (xα; gradf(xα)) ∈ T
∗
Xα
X \
(⋃
β 6=α T
∗
Xβ
X
)
,
(iii) xα ∈ Xα is a non-degenerate critical point of f |Xα,
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and set
mα := −χ(ϕf (F)xα) (2.10)
= −
∑
j∈Z
(−1)jdimC
(
Hj(ϕf(F))xα
)
∈ Z. (2.11)
Then we can show that the integer mα does not depend on the choice of the stratification
X =
⊔
αXα, xα ∈ Xα and f .
Definition 2.5 By using the above integersmα ∈ Z, we define a Lagrangian cycle CC(F)
in the cotangent bundle T ∗X of X by
CC(F) :=
∑
α
mα
[
T ∗XαX
]
. (2.12)
We call CC(F) the characteristic cycle of F ∈ Dbc(X). Its coefficient mα ∈ Z is called
the multiplicity of F along the Lagrangian subvariety T ∗XαX ⊂ T
∗X .
Recall that in Dbc(X) there exists a full abelian subcategory Perv(X) of perverse
sheaves (see [16] and [18] etc. for the detail of this subject). Although for the definition
of perverse sheaves there are some different conventions of shifts in the literature, here we
adopt the one in [16] by which the shifted constant sheaf CX [dimX ] ∈ Dbc(X) on a smooth
algebraic variety X is perverse. Then for any perverse sheaf F ∈ Perv(X) ⊂ Dbc(X) on a
smooth algebraic variety X we can easily show that the multiplicities in the characteristic
cycle CC(F) of F are non-negative.
Example 2.6 Let X = Cnx and Y = {x1 = · · · = xd = 0} ⊂ X = C
n
x. Set F :=
CY [n− d] ∈ Perv(X). Then by an easy computation
m = −χ(ϕf (CY [n− d])0) = 1 (2.13)
for f(x) = x1 + x
2
d+1 + · · ·+ x
2
n at 0 ∈ Y ⊂ X = C
n
x we obtain
CC(F) = 1 · [T ∗YX ]. (2.14)
Finally, we recall a special case of Bernstein-Khovanskii-Kushnirenko’s theorem [19].
Definition 2.7 Let g(x) =
∑
v∈Zn avx
v be a Laurent polynomial on (C∗)n (av ∈ C). We
call the convex hull of supp(g) := {v ∈ Zn | av 6= 0} ⊂ Zn ⊂ Rn in Rn the Newton
polygon of g and denote it by NP (g).
Theorem 2.8 ([19]) Let ∆ be an integral polytope in Rn and g1, . . . , gp generic Lau-
rent polynomials on (C∗)n satisfying NP (gi) = ∆. Then the Euler characteristic of the
subvariety Z∗ = {x ∈ (C∗)n | g1(x) = · · · = gp(x) = 0} of (C∗)n is given by
χ(Z∗) = (−1)n−p
(
n− 1
p− 1
)
VolZ(∆), (2.15)
where VolZ(∆) ∈ Z is the normalized n-dimensional volume of ∆ with respect to the lattice
Zn ⊂ Rn.
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3 Degree formulas for A-discriminant varieties
In this section, we first introduce the formula for the degrees of A-discriminants obtained
by Gelfand-Kapranov-Zelevinsky [14] and prove our generalization.
Let M ≃ Zn be a Z-lattice (free Z-module) of rank n and MR := R ⊗Z M the real
vector space associated with M . Let A ⊂M be a finite subset of M and denote by P its
convex hull in MR. In this paper, such a polytope P will be called an integral polytope
in MR. If A = {α(1), α(2), . . . , α(m + 1)}, we can define a morphism ΦA : T −→ Pm
(m := ♯A− 1) from an algebraic torus T := Spec(C[M ]) = (C∗)n to a complex projective
space Pm by
x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) 7−→ [x
α(1) : xα(2) : · · · : xα(m+1)], (3.1)
where for each α(i) ∈ A ⊂ M ≃ Zn and x ∈ T we set xα(i) = xα(i)11 x
α(i)2
2 · · ·x
α(i)n
n as usual.
Definition 3.1 ([14]) Let XA := im ΦA be the closure of the image of ΦA : T −→ Pm.
Then the dual variety X∗A ⊂ (P
m)∗ of XA is called the A-discriminant variety. If moreover
X∗A is a hypersurface in the dual projective space (P
m)∗, then the defining homogeneous
polynomial of X∗A (which is defined up to non-zero constant multiples) is called the A-
discriminant.
Note that the A-discriminant variety X∗A is naturally identified with the set of Laurent
polynomials f : T = (C∗)n −→ C of the form f(x) =
∑
α∈A aαx
α (aα ∈ C) such that
{x ∈ T | f(x) = 0} is a singular hypersurface in T . In order to introduce the degree
formula for A-discriminants proved by Gelfand-Kapranov-Zelevinsky [14], we need the
following.
Definition 3.2 ([14]) For a subset B ⊂M ≃ Zn, we define an affine Z-sublattice M(B)
of M by
M(B) :=
{∑
v∈B
cv · v
∣∣∣∣∣ cv ∈ Z, ∑
v∈B
cv = 1
}
. (3.2)
Let ∆ ≺ P be a face of P and denote by L(∆) the smallest affine subspace of MR
containing ∆. Then M(A ∩∆) is a Z-lattice of rank dim∆ = dimL(∆) in L(∆) and we
have (M(A ∩ ∆))R ≃ L(∆). Let vol be the Lebesgue measure of (L(∆),M(A ∩ ∆)) by
which the volume of the fundamental domain of the translation by M(A∩∆) on L(∆) is
measured to be 1. For a subset K ⊂ L(∆), we set
VolZ(K) := (dim∆)! · vol(K). (3.3)
We call it the normalized (dim∆)-dimensional volume of K with respect to the lattice
M(A ∩ ∆). Throughout this paper, we use this normalized volume VolZ instead of the
usual one.
The following formula is obtained by Gelfand-Kapranov-Zelevinsky [14, Chapter 9,
Theorem 2.8].
Theorem 3.3 ([14]) Assume that XA ⊂ Pm is smooth and X∗A is a hypersurface in
(Pm)∗. Then the degree of the A-discriminant is given by the formula:
degX∗A =
∑
∆≺P
(−1)codim∆(dim∆+ 1)VolZ(∆). (3.4)
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In order to state our generalization of Theorem 3.3 to the case where X∗A may be
higher-codimensional, recall that T = Spec(C[M ]) acts naturally on XA and we have a
basic correspondence (0 ≤ k ≤ n = dimP ):
{k-dimensional faces of P}
1:1
←→ {k-dimensional T -orbits in XA} (3.5)
proved by [14, Chapter 5, Proposition 1.9]. For a face ∆ ≺ P of P , we denote by T∆ the
corresponding T -orbit inXA. We denote the value of the Euler obstruction EuXA : XA −→
Z of XA on T∆ by Eu(∆) ∈ Z. The precise definition of the Euler obstruction will be given
later in Section 4. Here we simply recall that the Euler obstruction of XA is constant
along each T -orbit T∆ and takes the value 1 on the smooth part of XA. In particular, for
∆ = P the T -orbit T∆ is open dense in XA and Eu(∆) = 1.
Theorem 3.4 For 1 ≤ i ≤ m, set
δi :=
∑
∆≺P
(−1)codim∆
{(
dim∆− 1
i
)
+ (−1)i−1(i+ 1)
}
VolZ(∆) · Eu(∆). (3.6)
Then the codimension r = codimX∗A = m− dimX
∗
A and the degree of the dual variety X
∗
A
are given by
r = codimX∗A = min{i | δi 6= 0}, (3.7)
degX∗A = δr. (3.8)
Remark 3.5 (i) For p ∈ Z and q ∈ Z≥0, we used the generalized binomial coefficient(
p
q
)
=
p(p− 1)(p− 2) · · · (p− q + 1)
q!
. (3.9)
For example, for a vertex ∆ = {v} ≺ P , we have
(
dim∆−1
i
)
=
(−1
i
)
= (−1)i.
(ii) Note that the number codimX∗A − 1 is called the dual defect of XA.
Proof. First, by [14, Chapter 5, Proposition 1.2] we may assume that M(A) =M . Recall
that for α(j) ∈ A (1 ≤ j ≤ ♯A = m+ 1) the function
T = (C∗)n ∋ x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) 7−→ xα(j) ∈ C∗ (3.10)
is defined by the canonical pairing
T ×M = HomZ(M,C∗)×M −→ C∗, (3.11)
where we consider C∗ as an abelian group (i.e. a Z-module) and HomZ(M,C∗) denotes
the group of homomorphisms of Z-modules from M to C∗. Let us consider an affine chart
Um+1 := {[ξ1 : ξ2 : · · · : ξm+1] ∈ Pm | ξm+1 6= 0} ≃ Cm (3.12)
of Pm. Then for any x ∈ T = HomZ(M,C∗) we have xα(m+1) 6= 0 and there exists a
morphism
ΨA : T −→ Um+1 ≃ Cm
∈ ∈
x 7−→ (xα(1)−α(m+1), . . . , xα(m)−α(m+1))
(3.13)
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induced by ΦA : T −→ Pm. Therefore, for x, y ∈ T we have
ΦA(x) = ΦA(y) ⇐⇒ ΨA(x) = ΨA(y) (3.14)
⇐⇒ xα = yα for any α ∈
m∑
j=1
Z(α(j)− α(m+ 1)). (3.15)
If we take α(m+ 1) ∈ A to be the origin of the lattices M and M(A), then we obtain an
isomorphism M ≃ M(A) =
m∑
j=1
Z(α(j) − α(m + 1)) of lattices (Z-modules). Note that
the morphism ΦA : T −→ Pm is not changed by this change of the origin of M = M(A).
Therefore we see that the morphism ΦA : T ≃ (C∗)n −→ Pm induces an isomorphism T ≃
ΦA(T ) ≃ (C∗)n. Note that ΦA(T ) ≃ (C∗)n is the largest T -orbit TP in XA = imΦA ⊂ Pm.
We can construct such an isomorphism also for any T -orbit T∆ (∆ ≺ P ) in XA as follows.
For a face ∆ ≺ P of P , taking a point α(j) ∈M(A ∩∆) ⊂M ∩ L(∆) to be the origin of
the latticesM(A∩∆) andM∩L(∆), we considerM(A∩∆) as a sublattice (Z-submodule)
of M ∩ L(∆). By this choice of the origin 0 = α(j) of the lattice M(A ∩∆) ≃ Zdim∆, we
can construct a morphism ΦA∩∆ : HomZ(M(A ∩ ∆),C∗) ≃ (C∗)dim∆ −→ Pm as follows.
First, for x ∈ HomZ(M(A ∩ ∆),C∗) ≃ (C∗)dim∆ and α ∈ M(A ∩ ∆) denote by xα ∈ C∗
the image of the pair (x, α) by the canonical paring
HomZ(M(A ∩∆),C∗)× (M(A ∩∆)) −→ C∗. (3.16)
Then the morphism ΦA∩∆ : HomZ(M(A ∩∆),C∗) −→ Pm is defined by
ΦA∩∆(x) = [ξ1 : ξ2 : · · · : ξm+1] (3.17)
for x ∈ HomZ(M(A ∩∆),C∗) ≃ (C∗)dim∆, where we set
ξk :=
{
xα(k) if α(k) ∈ A ∩ L(∆),
0 otherwise.
(3.18)
In this situation, by [14, Proposition 1.2 and Proposition 1.9 in Chapter 5] the T -orbit
T∆ coincides with the image of ΦA∩∆ and we can similarly prove that the morphism
ΦA∩∆ : HomZ(M(A ∩∆),C∗) −։ ΦA∩∆((C∗)dim∆) = T∆ (3.19)
is an isomorphism. By making use of this very simple description of
ΦA∩∆ : (C∗)dim∆
∼
−→ T∆ for faces ∆ ≺ P , we can now give a proof of our theorem. For
1 ≤ i ≤ m, we take a generic linear subspace H ≃ Pm−1 (resp. Hi+1 ≃ Pm−i−1) of Pm of
codimension 1 (resp. i+ 1) and set
δi := (−1)
n+i−1
{
i
∫
Pm
EuXA − (i+ 1)
∫
H
EuXA +
∫
Hi+1
EuXA
}
. (3.20)
Here we set Hm+1 := ∅. Then by [8, Theorem 1.1] and [24, Remark 3.3] (see also [22]
and [23]) the codimension r = codimX∗A = m−dimX
∗
A and the degree of the dual variety
X∗A ⊂ (P
m)∗ of XA are given by
r = codimX∗A = min{1 ≤ i ≤ m | δi 6= 0}, (3.21)
degX∗A = δr. (3.22)
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Hence it remains for us to rewrite the above integers δi (1 ≤ i ≤ m). First of all, since
the Euler obstruction EuXA : XA −→ Z is constant on each T -orbit T∆ ≃ (C
∗)dim∆ for
∆ ≺ P and χ((C∗)d) = 0 for d ≥ 1, we have∫
Pm
EuXA =
∑
∆≺P
dim∆=0
Eu(∆). (3.23)
Next, by taking a generic hyperplane
H =
{
[ξ1 : ξ2 : · · · : ξm+1] ∈ Pm
∣∣∣∣∣
m+1∑
j=1
ajξj = 0
}
(3.24)
(aj ∈ C) of Pm, we can calculate the topological integral
∫
H
EuXA as follows. Since
ΦA∩∆ : HomZ(M(A ∩ ∆),C∗) ≃ (C∗)dim∆ −→ T∆ is an isomorphism, for the Laurent
polynomial
L∆ : HomZ(M(A ∩∆),C∗) −→ C∗
∈ ∈
x 7−→
∑
α(j)∈A∩∆
ajx
α(j) (3.25)
on the torus HomZ(M(A ∩∆),C∗) ≃ (C∗)dim∆ we have
χ(T∆ ∩H) = χ({x ∈ (C∗)dim∆ | L∆(x) = 0}). (3.26)
Note that for a generic hyperplane H ⊂ Pm the hypersurface {x ∈ (C∗)dim∆ | L∆(x) = 0}
in the torus HomZ(M(A ∩ ∆),C∗) ≃ (C∗)dim∆ cut out by H satisfies the assumption of
Bernstein-Khovanskii-Kushnirenko’s theorem (Theorem 2.8) for any ∆ ≺ P . By Theorem
2.8, we thus obtain ∫
H
EuXA =
∑
∆≺P
dim∆≥1
(−1)dim∆−1VolZ(∆) · Eu(∆). (3.27)
Similarly, by taking a generic linear subspace
Hi+1 =
{
[ξ1 : ξ2 : · · · : ξm+1] ∈ Pm
∣∣∣∣∣
m+1∑
j=1
a
(k)
j ξj = 0 (k = 1, 2, . . . , i+ 1)
}
(3.28)
(a
(k)
j ∈ C) of P
m of codimension i+ 1 and using Theorem 2.8, we have∫
Hi+1
EuXA =
∑
∆≺P
dim∆≥i+1
(−1)dim∆−i−1
(
dim∆− 1
i
)
VolZ(∆) · Eu(∆). (3.29)
By (3.20), (3.23), (3.27) and (3.29), we finally obtain
δi :=
∑
∆≺P
(−1)codim∆
{(
dim∆− 1
i
)
+ (−1)i−1(i+ 1)
}
VolZ(∆) · Eu(∆). (3.30)
This completes the proof.
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Corollary 3.6 Assume that X∗A is a hypersurface in (P
m)∗. Then the degree of the A-
discriminant is given by
degX∗A =
∑
∆≺P
(−1)codim∆(dim∆+ 1)VolZ(∆) · Eu(∆). (3.31)
Note that if the dual defect of XA is zero the degree formula of X
∗
A for singular XA’s
was also obtained by Dickenstein-Feichtner-Sturmfels [5]. In their paper, they express the
degree of X∗A by other combinatorial invariants of A. However our formulas seem to be
more directly related to the geometry of the convex polytope P . For example, if XA is
smooth, our formula coincides with Gelfand-Kapranov-Zelevinsky’s theorem [14, Chapter
9, Theorem 2.8].
In Section 4, we will give two combinatorial formulas for the Euler obstruction
EuXA : XA −→ Z of XA. Together with Theorem 3.4 above, we can calculate the di-
mension and the degree of X∗A for any A ⊂ M = Z
n (see Example 4.6).
4 Euler obstructions of toric varieties
In this section, we give some formulas for the Euler obstructions of toric varieties. A beau-
tiful formula for the Euler obstructions of 2-dimensional normal toric varieties was proved
by Gonzalez-Sprinberg [15]. Our result can be considered as a natural generalization of
his formula.
First we recall the definition of Euler obstructions (for the detail see [17] etc.). Let
X be an algebraic variety over C. Then the Euler obstruction EuX of X is a Z-valued
constructible function on X defined as follows. The value of EuX on the smooth part of
X is defined to be 1. In order to define the value of EuX at a singular point p ∈ X , we
take an affine open neighborhood U of p in X and a closed embedding U −֒→ Cm. Next
we choose a Whitney stratification U =
⊔
α∈A Uα of U such that Uα are connected. Then
the values EuX(Uα) of EuX on the strata Uα are defined by induction on codimensions of
Uα as follows.
(i) If Uα is contained in the smooth part of U , we set EuX(Uα) = 1.
(ii) Assume that for k ≥ 0 the values of EuX on the strata Uα such that codimUα ≤ k
are already determined. Then for a stratum Uβ such that codimUβ = k + 1 the
value EuX(Uβ) is defined by
EuX(Uβ) =
∑
Uβ(Uα
χ(Uα ∩ f
−1(η) ∩ B(q; ε)) · EuX(Uα) (4.1)
for sufficiently small ε > 0 and 0 < η ≪ ε, where q ∈ Uβ and f is a holomorphic
function defined on an open neighborhoodW of q in Cm such that Uβ∩W ⊂ f−1(0)
and (q; gradf(q)) ∈ T ∗UβC
m \
(⋃
Uβ(Uα T
∗
Uα
Cm
)
.
The above integers χ(Uα∩f
−1(η)∩B(q; ε)) can be calculated by the nearby cycle functor
ψf as
χ(Uα ∩ f
−1(η) ∩B(q; ε)) = χ(ψf(CUα)q). (4.2)
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Indeed by [6, Proposition 4.2.2], for the Milnor fiber Fq := U ∩ f
−1(η) ∩ B(q; ε) =
(f |U)
−1(η) ∩B(q; ε) of f |U : U −→ C at q ∈ Uβ we have an isomorphism
RΓ (Fq;CUα) ≃ ψf (CUα)q. (4.3)
Since Fq =
⊔
γ∈A(Uγ ∩ Fq) is also a Whitney stratification of Fq (f |U : U −→ C
has the isolated stratified critical value 0 ∈ C by [21, Proposition 1.3]), we obtain
χ(RΓ (Fq;CUα)) = χ(Uα ∩ Fq) = χ(Uα ∩ f
−1(η) ∩B(q; ε)) by [6, Theorem 4.1.22].
4.1 The case of affine toric varieties
From now on, we shall consider the toric case. Let N ≃ Zn be a Z-lattice of rank n and
σ a strongly convex rational polyhedral cone in NR = R⊗ZN . We denote by M the dual
lattice of N and define the polar cone σ∨ of σ in MR = R⊗ZM by
σ∨ = {v ∈ MR | 〈u, v〉 ≥ 0 for any u ∈ σ}. (4.4)
Then the dimension of σ∨ is n and we obtain a semigroup Sσ := σ∨ ∩ M and an n-
dimensional affine toric variety X := Uσ = Spec(C[Sσ]) (see [11] and [26] etc.). Recall
also that the algebraic torus T = Spec(C[M ]) ≃ (C∗)n acts naturally on X = Uσ and
the T -orbits in X are indexed by the faces ∆α ≺ σ
∨ of σ∨. We denote by L(∆α) the
smallest linear subspace of MR containing ∆α. For a face ∆α of σ
∨, denote by Tα the
T -orbit Spec(C[M ∩L(∆α)]) which corresponds to ∆α. Then we obtain a decomposition
X =
⊔
∆α≺σ∨ Tα of X = Uσ into T -orbits. By the above recursive definition (ii) of EuX ,
in order to compute the Euler obstruction EuX : X −→ Z it suffices to determine the
following numbers.
Definition 4.1 For two faces ∆α, ∆β of σ
∨ such that ∆β  ∆α (⇐⇒ Tβ ( Tα), we define
the linking number lα,β ∈ Z of Tα along Tβ as follows. For a point q ∈ Tβ and a closed
embedding ι : X = Uσ −֒→ Cm, we set
lα,β := χ(ψf (CTα)q), (4.5)
where f is a holomorphic function defined on an open neighborhood W of q in Cm such
that Tβ ∩W ⊂ f
−1(0) and (q; gradf(q)) ∈ T ∗TβC
m \
(⋃
∆β∆γ T
∗
Tγ
Cm
)
.
Note that the above definition of lα,β does not depend on the choice of q ∈ Tβ, ι
and f etc. We will show that lα,β can be described by the geometry of the cones ∆α
and ∆β. First let us consider the Z-lattice Mβ := M ∩ L(∆β) of rank dim∆β. Next
set L(∆β)′ := MR/L(∆β) and let pβ : MR −→ L(∆β)′ be the natural projection. Then
M ′β := pβ(M) ⊂ L(∆β)
′ is a Z-lattice of rank (n− dim∆β) and Kα,β := pβ(∆α) ⊂ L(∆β)′
is a proper convex cone with apex 0 ∈ L(∆β)′.
Definition 4.2 For two faces ∆α and ∆β of σ
∨ such that ∆β  ∆α, we define the
normalized relative subdiagram volume RSVZ(∆α,∆β) of ∆α along ∆β by
RSVZ(∆α,∆β) := VolZ(Kα,β \Θα,β), (4.6)
where Θα,β is the convex hull of Kα,β ∩ (M
′
β \ {0}) in L(∆β)
′ ≃ Rn−dim∆β and VolZ(Kα,β \
Θα,β) is the normalized (dim∆α−dim∆β)-dimensional volume of Kα,β \Θα,β with respect
to the lattice M ′β ∩ L(Kα,β). If ∆α = ∆β , we set RSVZ(∆α,∆α) := 1.
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Theorem 4.3 For two faces ∆α and ∆β of σ
∨ such that ∆β  ∆α, the linking number
lα,β of Tα along Tβ is given by
lα,β = (−1)
dim∆α−dim∆β−1RSVZ(∆α,∆β). (4.7)
Proof. First recall that we have Tβ = Spec(C[Mβ]) ≃ (C∗)dim∆β . For each face ∆α of σ∨
such that ∆β  ∆α, consider the semigroups Sα := M ∩∆α and Sα,β := M ′β∩Kα,β . In the
special case when ∆α = σ
∨, we set also Sσ,β := M ′β ∩ pβ(σ
∨). Then for any face ∆α ≺ σ∨
such that ∆β  ∆α it is easy to see that
Sα +Mβ = Sα,β ⊕Mβ (4.8)
and in a neighborhood of Tβ in X we have
Tα = Spec(C[Sα +Mβ ]) (4.9)
= Spec(C[Sα,β ])× Tβ (4.10)
(see the proof of [14, Chapter 5, Theorem 3.1]). In particular, for ∆α = σ
∨ we have
X = Spec(C[Sσ,β ])× Tβ (4.11)
in a neighborhood of Tβ . More precisely, there exists a unique point q ∈ Xσ,β :=
Spec(C[Sσ,β ]) such that {q} × Tβ = Tβ. Now let us take a face ∆α ≺ σ∨ such that
∆β  ∆α and set Xα,β := Spec(C[Sα,β]). Then by the inclusion Sα,β −֒→ Sσ,β we obtain
a surjective homomorphism
C[Sσ,β ] −։ C[Sα,β ] (4.12)
of C-algebras and hence a closed embedding Xα,β −֒→ Xσ,β . Denote by Tα,β the open
dense torus Spec(C[M ′β ∩ L(Kα,β)]) ≃ (C
∗)dim∆α−dim∆β of the toric variety Xα,β. Note
that we have Tα ≃ Tα,β × Tβ. Now let v1, v2, . . . , vm be generators of the semigroup Sσ,β
and consider a surjective morphism
C[t1, t2, . . . , tm] −→ C[Sσ,β ] (4.13)
of C-algebras defined by ti 7−→ [vi]. Then it induces a closed embedding Xσ,β −֒→ Cm by
which the point q ∈ Xσ,β is sent to 0 ∈ Cm. If we consider Tα,β as a locally closed subset
of Cm by this embedding, then the linking number lα,β of Tα along Tβ is given by
lα,β = χ(ψf(CTα,β)0), (4.14)
where f : Cm −→ C is a generic linear form. By applying Theorem 2.4 to the closed
embedding Xα,β −֒→ Cm, we obtain
lα,β = χ(ψg(CTα,β)0), (4.15)
where we set g := f |Xα,β . Finally it follows from [25, Corollary 3.6] (whose special case
used here can be deduced also from the proof of [14, Chapter 10, Theorem 2.12]) that
lα,β = (−1)
dim∆α−dim∆β−1VolZ(Kα,β \Θα,β). (4.16)
This completes the proof.
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Since the Euler obstruction EuX : X −→ Z of X is constant on each T -orbit Tα
(∆α ≺ σ
∨), we denote by Eu(∆α) the value of EuX on Tα. Then we have
Corollary 4.4 All the values Eu(∆α) of EuX : X −→ Z are determined by induction on
codimensions of faces of σ∨ as follows:
(i) Eu(σ∨) := EuX(T ) = 1,
(ii) Eu(∆β) =
∑
∆β∆α(−1)
dim∆α−dim∆β−1RSVZ(∆α,∆β) · Eu(∆α).
4.2 The case of toric varieties associated with lattice points I
Now let us consider a special case of projective toric varieties associated with lattice
points. We inherit the situation and the notations in Section 3. Let A ⊂ M = Zn be a
finite subset of M = Zn such that the convex hull P of A in MR is n-dimensional. Let
N = HomZ(M,Z) = M∗ be the dual Z-lattice of M and set NR := R⊗Z N . Since NR is
the dual vector space of MR, a point u ∈ NR is a linear form on MR.
Definition 4.5 For u ∈ NR we define the supporting face ∆(P, u) of u in P by
∆(P, u) :=
{
v ∈ P
∣∣∣∣ 〈u, v〉 = minw∈P 〈u, w〉
}
. (4.17)
For each face ∆ ≺ P of P , set
σ∆ := {u ∈ NR | ∆(P, u) = ∆}. (4.18)
Then we obtain a decomposition of NR:
NR =
⊔
∆≺P
σ∆ (4.19)
and ΣP := {σ∆ | ∆ ≺ P} is a complete fan in NR. We call ΣP the normal fan of P . Let
XΣP be the complete toric variety associated with ΣP and denote by T its open dense
torus. By [26, Theorem 2.13], if P is sufficiently large and A = P ∩ M , the natural
morphism ΦA : XΣP −→ P
♯A−1 associated with A induces an isomorphism XΣP
∼
−→ XA.
Note that in this case the toric variety XA is normal. Let us give a formula for EuXA in
this special but important case where XΣP
∼
−→ XA. For a face ∆α ≺ P of P , we denote
by Tα the T -orbit in XΣP ≃ XA which corresponds to the cone σ∆α in ΣP . Then we
obtain a decomposition XA ≃ XΣP =
⊔
∆α≺P Tα of XA into T -orbits. Now let ∆α, ∆β be
two faces of P such that ∆β  ∆α. Let v ∈ ∆β be a vertex of of the smaller face ∆β and
σ := σ{v} ∈ ΣP the maximal cone which corresponds to the 0-dimensional face {v} ≺ P .
Then Tα and Tβ are contained in the affine open subset Uσ = Spec(C[σ∨ ∩M ]) ⊂ XΣP
and we can apply our results in Subsection 4.1. Indeed, by the dilation action of the
multiplicative group R>0 on MR, we obtain the equality R>0(P − v) = σ∨ in MR and the
natural correspondence:
{faces of P containing v}
1:1
←→ {faces of σ∨}. (4.20)
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Note that this correspondence is compatible with the ones for T -orbits in XA and XΣP .
Therefore, by taking the two faces of σ∨ which correspond to ∆α and ∆β via this corre-
spondence, we can define the normalized relative subdiagram volume RSVZ(∆α,∆β) by
Definition 4.2 and give a formula for the Euler obstruction EuXA : XA −→ Z as follows.
Since EuXA is constant on each T -orbit, for a face ∆α ≺ P of P denote by Eu(∆α) the
value of EuXA on Tα. Then by Corollary 4.4 all the values Eu(∆α) are determined by
induction on codimensions of faces of P as follows:
(i) Eu(P ) := EuXA(T ) = 1,
(ii) Eu(∆β) =
∑
∆β∆α(−1)
dim∆α−dim∆β−1RSVZ(∆α,∆β) · Eu(∆α).
Example 4.6 We give an example of integral convex polytopes for which the degree of
the A-discriminant is easily computed by our method. For a Z-basis {m1, m2, m3} of
M ≃ Z3, let P be the 3-dimensional simplex with vertices v1 = m1, v2 = m2, v3 = 2m3,
v4 = 0 and set A := P ∩M = {0, m1, m2, m3, 2m3}. Then we can easily check that the
condition in [26, Theorem 2.13] is satisfied. Namely the line bundle on XΣP associated
with P is very ample and XA ≃ XΣP in P
4 in this case.
Let us compute the values of the Euler obstruction EuXA of XA by our algorithm.
For α ⊂ {1, 2, 3, 4}, we denote by ∆α the face of P whose vertices are {vi | i ∈ α}.
We can easily determine the values of EuXA on the 2 and 3-dimensional T -orbits:
Eu(P ) = Eu(∆123) = Eu(∆124) = Eu(∆134) = Eu(∆234) = 1. (4.21)
Starting from the values (4.21), we can determine the values of the Euler obstruction
EuXA on 1-dimensional T -orbits:
Eu(∆12) = 0, Eu(∆13) = Eu(∆14) = Eu(∆23) = Eu(∆24) = Eu(∆34) = 1. (4.22)
For example, Eu(∆12) is computed as follows.
Eu(∆12) = −RSVZ(P,∆12)Eu(P ) + RSVZ(∆123,∆12)Eu(∆123) (4.23)
+RSVZ(∆124,∆12)Eu(∆124)
= −2 · 1 + 1 · 1 + 1 · 1 = 0. (4.24)
Moreover, the values of the Euler obstruction EuXA on 0-dimensional T -orbits are deter-
mined from the values (4.21) and (4.22):
Eu(∆1) = Eu(∆2) = 0, Eu(∆3) = Eu(∆4) = 1. (4.25)
Now let us compute the codimension and degree of the dual variety X∗A of XA. By (3.6),
we have
δ1 = δ2 = 0, δ3 = 2. (4.26)
Then by Theorem 3.4 we obtain
codimX∗A = 3, degX
∗
A = 2. (4.27)
In this case the map ΦA : (C∗)3 −→ P4 is defined by (a, b, c) 7−→ [a : b : c : c2 : 1].
Then in the affine chart {[ξ1 : ξ2 : ξ3 : ξ4 : ξ5] ∈ P4 | ξ1 6= 0} ≃ C4 we have XA = imΦA =
{(x, y, z, w) ∈ C4 | wz = y2}. By this expression we can show (4.27) directly. For a list
of XA with large dual defect, see the recent results in [3] and [7].
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4.3 The case of toric varieties associated with lattice points II
From now on, we shall give a combinatorial description of EuXA for the varieties XA
defined by general finite subsets A ⊂ M ≃ Zn. We inherit the notations in Section 3.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that the rank of the affine Z-lattice M(A)
generated by A is n. Let P be the convex hull of A in MR. For each face ∆α of P ,
consider the smallest affine subspace L(∆α) of MR containing ∆α and the affine Z-lattice
Mα := M(A ∩∆α) generated by A∩∆α in L(∆α). Now let us fix two faces ∆α, ∆β of P
such that ∆β ≺ ∆α. By taking a suitable affine transformation of the lattice M(A), we
may assume that the origin 0 of M(A) is a vertex of the smaller face ∆β . By this choice
of the origin 0 ∈ ∆β ∩M(A), we define the subsemigroup Sα of Mα generated by A∩∆α.
Although Sα depends also on ∆β etc., we denote it by Sα to simplify the notation. Denote
by Mα/∆β the quotient lattice Mα/(Mα ∩ L(∆β)) of rank (dim∆α − dim∆β). Then the
following definitions are essentially due to [14, Chapter 5, page 178].
Definition 4.7 ([14]) (i) We denote by Sα/∆β the image of Sα ⊂ Mα in the quotient
Z-lattice Mα/∆β .
(ii) We denote by K(Sα/∆β) (resp. K+(Sα/∆β)) the convex hull of Sα/∆β (resp.
(Sα/∆β) \ {0}) in (Mα/∆β)R and set
K−(Sα/∆β) := K(Sα/∆β) \K+(Sα/∆β). (4.28)
We call K−(Sα/∆β) the subdiagram part of the semigroup Sα/∆β and denote by
u(Sα/∆β) its normalized (dim∆α−dim∆β)-dimensional volume with respect to the
Z-lattice Mα/∆β ⊂ (Mα/∆β)R. If ∆α = ∆β , we set u(Sα/∆α) := 1.
Finally, recall the definition of the index i(∆α,∆β) ∈ Z>0 in [14, Chapter 5, (3.1)].
Definition 4.8 ([14]) For two faces ∆α, ∆β of P such that ∆β ≺ ∆α, we define i(∆α,∆β)
to be the index
i(∆α,∆β) := [Mα ∩ L(∆β) : Mβ] (4.29)
Now recall that by [14, Chapter 5, Proposition 1.9] we have the basic correspondence:
{faces of P}
1:1
←→ {T -orbits in XA}. (4.30)
For a face ∆α ≺ P of P , we denote by Tα the corresponding T -orbit in XA. We also
denote by Eu(∆α) the value of the Euler obstruction EuXA : XA −→ Z on Tα.
Theorem 4.9 The values Eu(∆α) are determined by:
(i) Eu(P ) = 1,
(ii) Eu(∆β) =
∑
∆β∆α(−1)
dim∆α−dim∆β−1i(∆α,∆β) · u(Sα/∆β) · Eu(∆α).
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Proof. Let ∆α ≺ P be a face of P . Then by [14, Chapter 5, Proposition 1.9] the closure
Tα of Tα in XA is isomorphic to the projective toric variety XA∩∆α ⊂ P
♯(A∩∆α)−1 defined
by the finite subset A∩∆α in the lattice Mα = M(A∩∆α) ≃ Zdim∆α. Moreover the cone
Cone(Tα) ⊂ C♯(A∩∆α) over Tα ⊂ P♯(A∩∆α)−1 is an affine variety as follows. Let
iα : Mα −֒→ Ξα := Mα ⊕ Z ≃ Zdim∆α+1 (4.31)
be the embedding defined by v 7−→ (v, 1) and S˜α the subsemigroup of the lattice Ξα
generated by iα(A ∩∆α) and 0 ∈ Ξα. Then by [14, Chapter 5, Proposition 2.3] the cone
Cone(Tα) ⊂ C♯(A∩∆α) is isomorphic to the affine toric variety Spec(C[S˜α]). In the special
case when ∆α = P , we set Ξ := Ξα (= M(A) ⊕ Z) and S˜ := S˜α for short. Since S˜α is
a subsemigroup of S˜ via the inclusions Mα ⊂ M(A) and Ξα ⊂ Ξ, there exists a natural
surjection
C[S˜] −։ C[S˜α]. (4.32)
This corresponds to the closed embedding
Cone(Tα) ≃ Spec(C[S˜α]) −֒→ Cone(XA) ≃ Spec(C[S˜]). (4.33)
Now let ∆α and ∆β be two faces of P such that ∆β  ∆α (⇐⇒ Tβ ( Tα). We have to
determine the linking number lα,β of Tα along Tβ (defined as in Definition 4.1). Since the
singularity of Tα along Tβ is the same as that of Cone(Tα) ≃ Spec(C[S˜α]) along Cone(Tβ) ≃
Spec(C[Ξβ ]) ≃ (C∗)dim∆β+1, it suffices to study the pair Cone(Tβ) ⊂ Cone(Tα). More-
over, by the proof of [14, Chapter 5, Theorem 3.1], in a neighborhood of Cone(Tβ) in
Cone(XA) ⊂ C♯A, we have
Cone(Tα) = Spec(C[S˜α + Ξβ]), (4.34)
Cone(XA) = Spec(C[S˜ + Ξβ]) (4.35)
and the fibers of the morphisms
Cone(Tα) ≃ Spec(C[S˜α + Ξβ]) −→ Cone(Tβ) ≃ Spec(C[Ξβ]), (4.36)
Cone(XA) ≃ Spec(C[S˜ + Ξβ]) −→ Cone(Tβ) ≃ Spec(C[Ξβ]) (4.37)
induced by Ξβ ⊂ S˜α + Ξβ and Ξβ ⊂ S˜ + Ξβ are Spec(C[(S˜α + Ξβ)/Ξβ]) and Spec(C[(S˜ +
Ξβ)/Ξβ]) respectively. Let us set
Yα := Spec(C[(S˜α + Ξβ)/Ξβ]), (4.38)
Y := Spec(C[(S˜ + Ξβ)/Ξβ]). (4.39)
Since the natural morphism
(S˜α + Ξβ)/Ξβ −→ (S˜ + Ξβ)/Ξβ (4.40)
is injective, we obtain a surjection
C[(S˜ + Ξβ)/Ξβ] −։ C[(S˜α + Ξβ)/Ξβ] (4.41)
and hence a closed embedding Yα −֒→ Y . Note that Y ∩ Cone(Tβ) = Yα ∩ Cone(Tβ)
consists of a single point. We denote this point by q. Now let us consider the open subset
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Wα := Spec(C[Ξα/Ξβ]) of Yα = Spec(C[(S˜α + Ξβ)/Ξβ]). It is easy to see that Wα is the
intersection of Cone(Tα) ≃ (C∗)dim∆α+1 and Yα. Let v1, v2, . . . , vm be generators of the
semigroup (S˜ + Ξβ)/Ξβ and consider a surjective morphism
C[t1, t2, . . . , tm] −→ C[(S˜ + Ξβ)/Ξβ] (4.42)
of C-algebras defined by ti 7−→ [vi]. Then it induces a closed embedding Y −֒→ Cm by
which the point q ∈ Y is sent to 0 ∈ Cm. If we consider Wα as a locally closed subset of
Cm by this embedding, then the linking number lα,β is given by
lα,β = χ(ψf (CWα)0), (4.43)
where f : Cm −→ C is a generic linear form. By applying Theorem 2.4 to the closed
embedding Yα −֒→ Cm, we obtain also
lα,β = χ(ψg(CWα)0), (4.44)
where we set g := f |Yα. In order to calculate this last term χ(ψg(CWα)0), we shall
investigate the structure of Wα more precisely. By the inclusion (Ξβ)R ⊂ (Ξα)R, we set
Ξ′α := Ξα ∩ (Ξβ)R. Since we assumed that the origin of the lattice Mα is a vertex of ∆β,
the two lattices Ξ′α and Ξβ contain the subgroup {(0, t) ∈ Ξα | t ∈ Z} ≃ Z of Ξα. Hence
we obtain an isomorphism
Ξ′α/Ξβ ≃ (Mα ∩ L(∆β))/Mβ. (4.45)
Namely Ξβ is a sublattice of Ξ
′
α with index l := i(∆α,∆β). By the fundamental theorem of
finitely generated abelian groups, we may assume that G := Ξ′α/Ξβ is a cyclic group Z/lZ
of order l = i(∆α,∆β). Now let us take a sublattice Ξ
′′
α of Ξα such that Ξα = Ξ
′
α ⊕ Ξ
′′
α.
Then we have
Ξα/Ξβ ≃ G⊕ Ξ
′′
α (4.46)
and
Wα ≃ Spec(C[G])× Spec(C[Ξ′′α]) (4.47)
≃ {z ∈ C | zl = 1} × (C∗)dim∆α−dim∆β . (4.48)
Let Ψ: Ξα −։ G = Z/lZ be the composite of
Ξα −։ Ξ
′
α −։ G = Ξ
′
α/Ξβ. (4.49)
For s ∈ Ξα, we define an integer e(s) ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , l − 1} by Ψ(s) = [e(s)] ∈ G ≃ Z/lZ.
Then for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , l − 1 there exist surjective homomorphisms
Ik : C[(S˜α + Ξβ)/Ξβ] −։ C[(S˜α + Ξ′α)/Ξ
′
α] (4.50)
of C-algebras defined by∑
si∈ eSα
ai · [si + Ξβ] 7−→
∑
si∈ eSα
ai · µ
ke(si)
l · [si + Ξ
′
α], (4.51)
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where µl = exp
(
2π
√−1
l
)
is the primitive l-th root of unity. On the other hand, since
{(0, t) ∈ Ξα | t ∈ Z} ≃ Z is a subgroup of Ξ′α, we have isomorphisms
Ξα/Ξ
′
α ≃Mα/∆β =Mα/(Mα ∩ L(∆β)), (4.52)
(S˜α + Ξ
′
α)/Ξ
′
α ≃ Sα/∆β . (4.53)
Let us set Zα := Spec(C[Sα/∆β]). Then by the above surjective homomorphisms Ik
(k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , l − 1) we obtain closed embeddings
ιk : Zα −֒→ Yα (k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , l − 1). (4.54)
We can see that the images of these embeddings ιk : Zα −֒→ Yα are the explicit realizations
of the branches along T -orbits found in [14, Chapter 5, Theorem 3.1]. Indeed, denote by
T0 the open dense torus Spec(C[Ξ′′α]) ≃ (C
∗)dim∆α−dim∆β of Zα. Then the open dense
subset Wα ⊂ Yα is a direct sum T0 ⊔ T0 ⊔ · · · ⊔ T0 of l copies of T0. For k = 0, 1, . . . , l− 1,
consider also surjective homomorphisms
I ′k : C[Ξα/Ξβ] −։ C[Ξ
′′
α] ≃ C[Ξα/Ξ
′
α] (4.55)
of C-algebras defined by∑
si∈Ξα
ai · [si + Ξβ] 7−→
∑
si∈Ξα
ai · µ
ke(si)
l · [si + Ξ
′
α]. (4.56)
Then by this homomorphism I ′k we obtain a closed embedding
ι′k : T0 −֒→Wα (4.57)
which induces an isomorphism from T0 to the (k + 1)-th component of Wα. Moreover ι
′
k
fits into the commutative diagram
Zα
  ιk
// Yα
T0
 ?
OO
 
ι′k
//Wα.
 ?
OO
(4.58)
Then we have an isomorphism
l−1⊕
k=0
(ιk)∗(CT0) ≃ CWα (4.59)
in Dbc(Yα). Therefore, applying Theorem 2.4 to ιk (k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , l − 1), we obtain
lα,β =
l−1∑
k=0
χ(ψgk(CT0)0), (4.60)
where we set gk := g ◦ ιk ∈ C[Sα/∆β ] (k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , l−1). Finally by [25, Corollary 3.6]
(see also the proof of [14, Chapter 10, Theorem 2.12]) we get
lα,β = (−1)
dim∆α−dim∆β−1i(∆α,∆β) · u(Sα/∆β). (4.61)
This completes the proof.
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5 Characteristic cycles of constructible sheaves
In this section, we give a formula for the characteristic cycles of T -invariant constructible
sheaves (see Definition 5.1 below) on toric varieties and apply it to GKZ hypergeometric
systems and intersection cohomology complexes.
First, let X be a (not necessarily normal) toric variety over C and T ⊂ X the open
dense torus which acts on X itself. Let X =
⊔
αXα be the decomposition of X into
T -orbits.
Definition 5.1 (i) We say that a constructible sheaf F on X is T -invariant if F|Xα is
a locally constant sheaf of finite rank for any α.
(ii) We say that a constructible object F ∈ Dbc(X) is T -invariant if the cohomology
sheaf Hj(F) of F is T -invariant for any j ∈ Z.
Note that the so-called T -equivariant constructible sheaves on X are T -invariant in
the above sense. Recall also that to any object F of Dbc(X) we can associate a Z-valued
constructible function ρ(F) ∈ CFZ(X) defined by
ρ(F)(x) =
∑
j∈Z
(−1)jdimCH
j(F)x (x ∈ X). (5.1)
If moreover F is T -invariant, clearly ρ(F) is constant on each T -orbit Xα. In this case,
we denote the value of ρ(F) on Xα by ρ(F)α ∈ Z. By using the fact that vanishing and
nearby cycle functors send distinguished triangles to distinguished triangles, we can easily
prove the following.
Proposition 5.2 Let f : X −→ C be a non-constant regular function on the toric variety
X and set X0 = {x ∈ X | f(x) = 0} ⊂ X. Then for any T -invariant object F ∈ D
b
c(X)
and x ∈ X0 we have
χ(ψf (F)x) =
∑
α
ρ(F)α · χ(ψf (CXα)x), (5.2)
χ(ϕf (F)x) =
∑
α
ρ(F)α · χ(ϕf(CXα)x). (5.3)
Now let X −֒→ Z be a closed embedding of the toric variety X into a smooth algebraic
variety Z and F ∈ Dbc(X) a T -invariant object. We consider F as an object in D
b
c(Z)
by this embedding and denote by CC(F) its characteristic cycle in the cotangent bundle
T ∗Z. Then there exist some integers mα ∈ Z such that
CC(F) =
∑
α
mα
[
T ∗XαZ
]
(5.4)
in T ∗Z. It is well-known that the coefficients mα satisfy the formula
ρ(F) =
∑
α
(−1)dimXαmα · EuXα. (5.5)
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Moreover mα are uniquely determined by this formula. Since the calculation of the Euler
obstructions EuXα does not depend on the choice of the embedding X −֒→ Z (see [17]),
the coefficients mα do not depend on the choice of the smooth ambient space Z.
Now let N ≃ Zn be a Z-lattice of rank n and σ a strongly convex rational polyhedral
cone in NR. We take the dual Z-lattice M of N and consider the polar cone σ∨ of σ in
MR as before. Then X = Spec(C[σ∨ ∩M ]) is a normal toric variety and its open dense
torus T is Spec(C[M ]). We denote by Xα the T -orbit which corresponds to a face ∆α of
σ∨ and consider the decomposition X =
⊔
∆α≺σ∨ Xα of X into T -orbits. In this situation,
we have the following result.
Theorem 5.3 Let X −֒→ Z be a closed embedding of X into a smooth algebraic variety Z
and F ∈ Dbc(X) a T -invariant object. Then the coefficients mβ ∈ Z in the characteristic
cycle
CC(F) =
∑
∆β≺σ∨
mβ
[
T ∗XβZ
]
(5.6)
are given by the formula
mβ =
∑
∆β≺∆α≺σ∨
(−1)dim∆αρ(F)α · RSVZ(∆α,∆β) (5.7)
(for the definition of the normalized relative subdiagram volume RSVZ(∆α,∆β) see Defi-
nition 4.2).
Proof. Since the coefficients of the characteristic cycle CC(F) are calculated by vanishing
cycles as we explained in Section 2, by Proposition 5.2 we have
CC(F) =
∑
∆α≺σ∨
ρ(F)α · CC(CXα) (5.8)
in T ∗Z. For a face ∆β ≺ σ∨ of σ∨, we will show (5.7). It is enough to prove that for any
face ∆α ≺ σ
∨ of σ∨ such that ∆β ≺ ∆α the coefficient mα,β ∈ Z of
[
T ∗XβZ
]
in the char-
acteristic cycle CC(CXα) of CXα ∈ D
b
c(Z) is given by mα,β = (−1)
dim∆αRSVZ(∆α,∆β).
Since in the case ∆β = ∆α we obtain it easily, it is enough to consider the case ∆β 6= ∆α.
From now on, we shall inherit and freely use the notations in the proof of Theorem 4.3.
In particular, in a neighborhood of Xβ = Tβ in X we have
Xα = Xα,β × Tβ, (5.9)
X = Xσ,β × Tβ (5.10)
and there exists a unique point q ∈ Xσ,β such that {q} × Tβ = Tβ . Let us take a closed
embedding Xσ,β −֒→ Cm by which the point q ∈ Xσ,β is sent to 0 ∈ Cm. Since the
coefficient mα,β in the characteristic cycle CC(CXα) is independent of the choice of the
ambient manifold Z, we may replace Z by Z ′ := Cm × Tβ and compute it in Z ′. Since
Xα = Tα ≃ Tα,β ×Xβ, we obtain an isomorphism
CXα ≃ (CTα,β [−dim∆β ])⊠ (CXβ [dim∆β]) (5.11)
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in Dbc(Z
′). Hence we get
CC(CXα) = CC(CTα,β [−dim∆β])× CC(CXβ [dim∆β ]) (5.12)
= CC(CTα,β [−dim∆β])× [T
∗
Xβ
Xβ] (5.13)
in T ∗Z ′ = T ∗(Cm) × T ∗Xβ. Since we have T ∗XβZ
′ = T ∗{0}(C
m) × T ∗XβXβ, mα,β is
equal to the coefficient of
[
T ∗{0}(C
m)
]
in the characteristic cycle CC(CTα,β [−dim∆β ]) of
CTα,β [−dim∆β ] ∈ D
b
c(C
m). Hence by taking a generic linear form f : Cm −→ C we have
mα,β = −χ(ϕf (CTα,β [−dim∆β ])0) (5.14)
= (−1)dim∆β+1χ(ϕf(CTα,β)0). (5.15)
By applying Theorem 2.4 to the closed embedding Xα,β −֒→ Cm we obtain
mα,β = (−1)
dim∆β+1χ(ϕg(CTα,β)0), (5.16)
where we set g := f |Xα,β . Note that if ∆β ( ∆α the stalk of CTα,β at 0 ∈ Xα,β is zero and
χ(ϕg(CTα,β)0) = χ(ψg(CTα,β)0). (5.17)
Finally by [25, Corollary 3.6] (see also the proof of [14, Chapter 10, Theorem 2.12]) we
obtain the desired formula
mα,β = (−1)
dim∆αRSVZ(∆α,∆β). (5.18)
This completes the proof.
By the proof of Theorem 4.9, we can prove also a similar result for projective toric
varieties associated with lattice points. Let A be a finite subset of M ≃ Zn such that the
convex hull P of A in MR is n-dimensional. We inherit the notations in Section 3 and
Section 4. Let us consider the projective toric variety XA ⊂ Z = P♯A−1 associated with
A. For a face ∆α of P , denote by Xα(= Tα) the T -orbit which corresponds to ∆α. Then
we obtain a decomposition XA =
⊔
∆α≺P Xα of XA into T -orbits.
Theorem 5.4 Let XA −֒→ Z = P♯A−1 be the projective embedding of XA and F ∈
Dbc(XA) a T -invariant object. Then the coefficients mβ ∈ Z in the characteristic cycle
CC(F) =
∑
∆β≺P
mβ
[
T ∗XβZ
]
(5.19)
are given by the formula
mβ =
∑
∆β≺∆α≺P
(−1)dim∆αρ(F)α · i(∆α,∆β) · u(Sα/∆β) (5.20)
(for the definitions of i(∆α,∆β) and u(Sα/∆β) see Definition 4.7 and 4.8).
Since the proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem 5.3, we omit it.
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Example 5.5 Assume that the finite set A = {α(1), α(2), . . . , α(m+1)} ⊂ Zn generates
M = Zn. For j = 1, 2, . . . , m+ 1, set α˜(j) := (α(j), 1) ∈ Zn+1 and consider the (n+ 1)×
(m+ 1) integer matrix
A˜ :=
(
tα˜(1) tα˜(2) · · · t ˜α(m+ 1)
)
= (aij) ∈M(n + 1, m+ 1;Z) (5.21)
whose j-th column is tα˜(j). For γ ∈ Cn+1, we set
Pi :=
m+1∑
j=1
aijxj
∂
∂xj
− γi (1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1), (5.22)
b :=
∏
bj>0
(
∂
∂xj
)bj
−
∏
bj<0
(
∂
∂xj
)−bj
(b ∈ KerA˜ ∩ Zm+1). (5.23)
Then the GKZ hypergeometric system on Cm+1x associated with A˜ and the parameter
γ ∈ Cn+1 is {
Pif(x) = 0 (1 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1),
bf(x) = 0 (b ∈ KerA˜ ∩ Zm+1)
(5.24)
(see [12] and [13]). Let DCm+1x be the sheaf of differential operators with holomorphic
coefficients on Cm+1x . Then the coherent DCm+1x -module
MA,γ := DCm+1x
/ ∑
1≤i≤n+1
DCm+1x Pi +
∑
b∈Ker eA∩Zm+1
DCm+1x b
 (5.25)
which corresponds to the above GKZ system is holonomic. Let Cm+1ξ be the dual
vector space of Cm+1x and M
∧
A,γ the Fourier transform of MA,γ on C
m+1
ξ (see [16]
etc.). We denote by S0 the image of the map Ψ eA : (C
∗)n+1 −→ Cm+1ξ defined by
Ψ eA(y) = (y
gα(1)
1 , y
gα(2)
2 , . . . , y
˜α(m+1)
m+1 ) and let ι : S0 −֒→ C
m+1
ξ be the inclusion. Then
S0 ⊂ Cm+1ξ is the cone over the open dense T -orbit in XA ⊂ P
m. In [13], for a local
system L of rank one on S0 Gelfand-Kapranov-Zelevinsky constructed a morphism
j!L[n+ 1] −→ RHomD
Cm+1
ξ
(M∧A,γ,OCm+1
ξ
)[m+ 1] (5.26)
in Perv(Cm+1ξ ). In [13, Theorem 4.6], by calculating the characteristic cycles of both sides
of (5.26), they proved that (5.26) is an isomorphism if γ ∈ Cn+1 is generic (non-resonant
in the sense of [13, Theorem 4.6]). For each face ∆ ≺ P let V0(∆) ⊂ (Pm)∗ be the dual
variety of the closure T∆ ⊂ Pm of the T -orbit in XA which corresponds to ∆ and denote
by V (∆) ⊂ Cm+1x the cone over V0(∆) ⊂ (P
m)∗. Then by Theorem 5.4 we have
CC(j!L[n+ 1]) = VolZ(P )
[
T ∗Cm+1x C
m+1
x
]
+
∑
∆≺P
i(P,∆) · u(∆)
[
T ∗
V (∆)reg
Cm+1x
]
(5.27)
in T ∗Cm+1ξ ≃ T
∗Cm+1x , where for ∆β = ∆ ≺ ∆α = P we set u(Sα/∆β) =:
u(∆) ∈ Z≥1. Moreover if γ ∈ Cn+1 is non-resonant, by the proof of [12, Theo-
rem 5] and (4.54) we can show that the characteristic cycle CC(MA,γ) = CC(M
∧
A,γ)
= CC(RHomD
Cm+1
ξ
(M∧A,γ,OCm+1
ξ
)[m + 1]) has the same expression. It seems that the
integers i(P,∆) are forgotten in [12, Theorem 5]. Recently in [27, Theorem 4.21] Schulze
and Walther proved it in the wider case where γ is not rank-jumping.
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From now on, we shall apply Theorem 5.3 to the intersection cohomology complexes
on projective toric varieties. Let M ≃ Zn be a Z-lattice of rank n and N its dual lattice.
Let P be an integral polytope in MR such that dimP = n = dimMR and ΣP its normal
fan in NR (see Subsection 4.2). Denote by XΣP the (normal) toric variety associated with
ΣP . Then by [26, Theorem 2.13], if P is sufficiently large and A = P ∩M , the natural
morphism ΦA : XΣP −→ P
♯A−1 induces an isomorphism XΣP
∼
−→ XA. Let us consider
the intersection cohomology complex ICXA ∈ D
b
c(XA) of such a projective toric variety
XA ≃ XΣP ⊂ P
♯A−1. For simplicity, we setX := XA and Z := P♯A−1. For a face ∆α ≺ P of
P , denote by Xα the T -orbit in X which corresponds to ∆α. Then F = ICX [n] ∈ D
b
c(X)
is a T -equivariant perverse sheaf on X . Considering F as a perverse sheaf on Z = P♯A−1
via the embedding X −֒→ Z, we obtain the following results. For ∆β ≺ ∆α ≺ P , we set
Vα,β := RSVZ(∆α,∆β) and VP,β := RSVZ(P,∆β) for short.
Example 5.6 For n = 2, 3, 4 the characteristic cycle of F = ICX [n] ∈ Perv(Z) in T
∗Z
is given by
(i) n = 2:
CC(F) = [T ∗TZ] +
∑
∆β≺P
dim∆β=0
(VP,β − 1)[T
∗
Xβ
Z], (5.28)
(ii) n = 3:
CC(F)
= [T ∗TZ] +
∑
∆β≺P
dim∆β=1
(VP,β − 1)[T
∗
Xβ
Z] +
∑
∆β≺P
dim∆β=0
VP,β −
∑
∆β≺∆α≺P
dim∆α=2
Vα,β + 2
 [T ∗XβZ],
(5.29)
(iii) n = 4:
CC(F)
= [T ∗TZ] +
∑
∆β≺P
dim∆β=2
(VP,β − 1)[T
∗
Xβ
Z] +
∑
∆β≺P
dim∆β=1
VP,β −
∑
∆β≺∆α≺P
dim∆α=3
Vα,β + 2
 [T ∗XβZ]
+
∑
∆β≺P
dim∆β=0
VP,β −
∑
∆β≺∆α≺P
dim∆α=3
(Vα,β + 1) +
∑
∆β≺∆α≺P
dim∆α=2
Vα,β + 1
 [T ∗XβZ]. (5.30)
Note that (i) is a consequence of the main result of Gonzalez-Sprinberg [15]. Also
(i) and (ii) can be deduced from Theorem 5.3 and the combinatorial formula for the
intersection cohomology complex ICX ∈ D
b
c(X) proved by Fieseler [10] etc. We leave
the proof to the reader. By (i) and a result of Gonzalez-Sprinberg [15], we obtain the
following.
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Corollary 5.7 If n = 2, then the following three conditions are equivalent.
(i) X = XA ≃ XΣP is smooth.
(ii) EuX ≡ 1 on X.
(iii) The characteristic cycle CC(F) of F = ICX [n] is irreducible.
Motivated by our calculations in the dimensions n = 2, 3 and 4, we conjecture that
the same equivalence would hold also for higher dimensions n ≥ 3.
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